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SYNOPSIS
The operation of autonomous systems falls under the category of safety critical systems, for which a
complete test of the system is mandatory before deployment. On the contrary, a complete test may require
the system to undergo many (infinite) scenarios to cover all possible situations, which is practically
impossible. The situation for multi-agent systems, including a team of heterogeneous autonomous vehicles,
is even more challenging.
Formal verification and validation addresses this problem by modeling a system mathematically and
employing optimized automatic (semiautomatic) theorem provers or model checkers to guarantee the
correct (desired) behavior of a system. Theorem prover unlike simulation, tests a system using logical
inference and axioms to go through all input space of an operation in a system. On the other hand, model
checker (applicable only for finite systems) systematically iterates through the entire input space of a system
for validating system property satisfaction.
In reviewing formal verification and validation techniques, this talk will introduce the overall methodology
of applying theorem provers and model checkers to a system. This includes using formal languages for
specifications (e.g. LTL- Linear Temporal logic), modeling (e.g. DFA – finite automat) and verification. It
will be further supported by an application of a formal method for autonomous vehicles.
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